OPTIMIZATION OF DENTAL IMPLANTATION COMBINED WITH CLOSED SINUS LIFT IN PATIENTS WITH LOW MAXILLARY SINUS FLOOR
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ABSTRACT — The experiment carried out on autopsied specimens, helped develop a model of minimally invasive surgical intervention in the upper jaw. Using the developed and tested dental implant allowed its primary fixation, and also, without using complex devices, it allowed introducing osteogenic material under the Schneider membrane dome, evenly distributing it around the implant. The development and implementation of the proposed implants that can ensure sufficient primary stabilization with immediate sinus lift will allow maximum use of the patient’s own bone, which was preserved to a minimum extent.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the issues that dental surgeons have to face when it comes to dental implantation in the distal upper jaw areas is insufficient bone quantity and quality [20–31]. The recent years have witnessed wide implementation of a method that allows increasing the volume of bone tissue at the alveolar bone in the maxillary sinus bottom area, the sinus lift surgery [1–3, 5, 7, 8, 10–12, 14, 15, 17]. However, dentists often experience failures while performing such surgeries, including damaging the maxillary sinus mucous membrane; unsuccessful choice of osteoplastic material for the development of sufficient volume; infection in the sinus followed with serous or purulent sinusitis; migration of implants into the sinus cavity; oroantral fistula. Resorption of the introduced material or its replacement with connective tissue without bone tissue development can often be observed [1, 4, 7–9, 11, 19].

Recent publications offer various modifications of the surgery aimed at eliminating such complications. Controlled detachment and elevation of the maxillary sinus mucous membrane followed by the introduction of the required amount of augment with minimal operative injury can be reached through using various methods of “closed” (“soft”, “balloon”, etc.) sinus lift. However, all of them are associated with bone injury, and most of the protocol is performed “blindly” [3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15–18]. An implant installed in a single step, due to poor primary stabilization, can get mobile and start migrating, which will increase the rehabilitation time. There is no guarantee of the augmentation optimal distribution, as well as there are no clear indications for carrying out this or any other type of intervention, depending on the anatomical and clinical context [3, 9, 12, 13, 19].

On the other hand, closed surgical intervention (without making an opening on the maxillary sinus anterior wall) which is definitely less traumatic and allows narrowing the surgical field to a minimum, still implies performing this operation blindly, while inserting the graft into the maxillary sinus, in turn, presents another issue, both in view of the plastic specifics and the introduction method, which complicates the surgery [3, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 32–40]. The methods and models of implants we propose may help solve issues that dental surgeons face when using methods of closed sinus lift, as well as expand indications for single-stage implant placement, which helps to reduce the time needed for rehabilitation. Therefore, dental implantation in the upper jaw in case of significant atrophy of the alveolar process has not been fully studied yet, while the currently proposed methods of closed sinus lift with single-stage implantation are not always sufficient to solve the said issues.

Aim of study:

development and experimental approval for closed sinus lift with single-stage implantation in patients with a low maxillary sinus floor in order to increase the efficiency and to reduce the duration of dental treatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The team of authors developed dental implants models (Patents RU 2395249, RU 155741), and a dental implantation method in case of significant atrophy of the alveolar process in the upper jaw (Patent RU 26000150, 2016); besides, for clinical purposes an intraosseous self-tapping construction was designed, which simplifies the surgery protocol (Patent RU 182012, 2018).

For bioethical considerations, prior to proposing a method for clinical use, it was important to prove experimentally that the design would ensure primary stability for the implant, and that it would also perform successfully the role of an osteoplastic material conductor with the development of a uniformly filled submembrane space (Fig. 6).

The major drill formed a hole, the stop (determining the distance to the sinus bottom) located on the drill did not allow the bottom to be perforated through to the sinus. An implant driver was used to screw-drive the intraosseous element all the way (Fig. 3).

For visual control, a ‘window’ was made on the vestibular wall of the sinus, which allowed controlling the experiment (Fig. 4).

Then, using a special implanter, following the intraosseous element’s inner thread, the inner element was screwed in up to the stop. Further, the movement went on until the typical feeling of the bone floor perforation in the maxillary sinus. Slow introduction of the inner element raised the mucous membrane of the sinus cavity bottom, while the degree of risk was assessed after each rise through the localization of the inner element’s intraoral part (Fig. 4). These measures resulted in a Schneider membrane dome following (Fig. 2). Next, the implant driver was released, and using a special cannula, 0.3–0.5 ml of an osteogenic simulator (for clarity, we prepared an osteoplastic material simulator — an osteogenic Polistom gel, stained with a caries detector) was pressed in. Therefore, the inner element of the designed dental implant was installed before creating a 5–7 mm high dome filled with an osteoplastic material simulator (Fig. 5).

Subsequently, through the “window” we visualized the location of the osteogenic gel, which was evenly distributed in all areas, and filled the entire submembrane space (Fig. 6).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We carried out 8 experimental surgeries on both the right and left sides of the upper jaw at the chewing teeth area. In seven cases, primary fixation of the intraosseous element was achieved (in one case, the intraosseous element fell into the maxillary sinus). In all the cases, perforating the maxillary sinus bottom with an internal element and exfoliating the mucous membrane presented no issue. In all the cases, the gel easily penetrated into the cavity shaped by the Schneider membrane dome and the maxillary sinus bottom, and filled the said cavity; moreover, it enhanced its volume.

CONCLUSION

The experimental studies suggest that the proposed method of closed sinus lift with a single-stage implantation in patients with a low maxillary sinus bottom (less than 7–8 mm), helps expand the range of indications for dental implantation. The proposed implant models and operational benefit reduce significantly the risk of developing uncontrolled complications. The development and implementation of individual implants that can ensure primary stabilization with a single-stage sinus lift will allow maximum use of
Fig. 1. Installation of the intraosseous element of the proposed dental implant without perforation of the maxillary sinus bottom

Fig. 2. Installation diagram of the proposed implant’s inner part and the path of movement for the osteopathic material

Fig. 3. Installing the intraosseous part of the implant

Fig. 4. Visualization of the osteoplastic material pathway using a “window” on the maxillary sinus vestibular wall

Fig. 5. Visualization of the osteoplastic material simulator pathway

Fig. 6. The osteoplastic material fills the entire cavity shaped by the Schneider membrane dome and the sinus bottom
the patient’s own bone, which has been preserved, even though to a minimum extent.
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